NSR-S10/1T

NSR-S10/1T Network Surveillance Recorder with
HDD for up to 4 Full-HD network cameras

Selectable Storage Capacity
The NSR-S10/1T is a network surveillance recorder
for Sony’s SD and HD 1080p and 720p network cameras. It records video across a Local Area Network
(LAN) for up to four cameras, preserving the quality
of captured images, and making them instantly available for detailed investigation.
The set-up process is straightforward, with no need to
configure IP addresses or camera parameters. Recording starts as soon as a new camera is automatically detected on the LAN, with images displayed immediately in up to four split-screens.
Sony has a comprehensive range of network surveillance cameras, recorders and servers, with powerful
software tools to gather and analyse video evidence.
1-year PrimeSupport is included as standard within
the EU, Norway and Switzerland. This gives users access to an expert helpdesk and, in the unlikely event
of a failure, will arrange for an advance replacement
unit to be delivered within a target time of one working day. An additional 2-years support is also available as an option.

Features
Four channel Network Surveillance Recorder
The NSR-S10/1T records across a LAN for a maximum
of four SD or 1080p/720p networks surveillance
cameras.

Stable, high quality Full HD recording
The NSR-S10/1T records high quality video from the
camera, reproducing full HD and SD images. This detailed visual information is available instantly for investigation and evidential purposes.

www.pro.sony.eu/videosecurity

The NSR-S10/1T is available with hard disk drive internal storage. Also available is an external storage
option for more than 1TB of storage requirements.

Compatible with a wide range of cameras and
encoders
The NSR-S10/1T can be used with a diverse range of
Sony’s network cameras and analogue to digital network encoders.

Plug and play
As soon as it detects cameras on a local area network
(LAN), the NSR-S10/1T is ready to record.

Web Client
Using Sony’s dedicated web client software, remote
access to live video is possible without installation of
any other special software.

Three codecs (H.264, MPEG-4 and JPEG)
The NSR-S10/1T records video using three industrystandard codecs: H.264, MPEG-4 and JPEG, for high
quality and maximum compatibility with other
equipment.

IR Remote Controller
An infra-red remote controller is supplied with each
recorder.

Multiple Language Support
The NSR-S10/1T supports multiple languages including English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Russian
and simplified Chinese.

Compact Design
The compact size of the NSR-S10/1T means that it is
easy to install, even in tight spaces.
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